NAOMI KLEIN

How trade agreements are undermining climate action—and what you can do about it

FEATURED SPEAKER: Naomi Klein, award-winning journalist, syndicated columnist
and author of This Change Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate, along with trade and climate movement activists

DATE: December 10th
TIME: 19:00 - 21:00 (7:00PM - 9:00PM)
LOCATION: Le Centquatre-Paris (Le 104), 5 rue Curial, 75019 Paris, 19th arrondissement
METRO: Riquet (line 7), Stalingrad (lines 2, 5, 7), Marx Dormoy (line 12)
LANGUAGE: Presentation in English with French Translation

Co-sponsored by (TBC): Aitec, Attac France, Sierra Club, Transport & Environment, and 350.org in collaboration with the French Stop TTIP coalition and the Coalition Climat 21